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‘The whole world is charged with endeavour for a new creative drive! How then do artists respond to 
these changes?... 
The disposition of today’s world is solely reflected by EXPLOSIONALISM!” 
The Manifesto of Explosionalism No. 2, 1949 
 
This display, mounted within the permanent gallery exhibition in the Golden Ring House, Prague, is 
focused on one of the key creative stages in the career of Vladimir Boudnik (1924—1968), founder of 
modern Czech printmaking of the postwar era. The style he came to embody was Explosionalism, and 
the period was the late 1940s and early I 950s, when Boudnik formulated a new “direction,” 
substantiated by a theoretical background of his own design, based on the principle of visual 
association. It was the result of the artist’s unorthodox concept of the reality of everyday life, which 
was thus transformed into the source of an uninterrupted stream of creative impulses. 
Boudnik’s Explosionalism of those years combined visual art with literary pursuits. There, however, 
the visual realizations were assigned a largely ancillary role. The early phase of Explosionalism was 
not characterized so much by an output of miniature drawings and small- scale decalcomanias, as 
rather by street projects, anticipating in their own way the art form of happening, during which 
Boudnik demonstrated the all-encompassing power of art. The subject of his illustrative euphoric 
proclamations came to be “the human family,’ with the artist appealing to the potential of imagination 
and creative talent of each individual human being, enabling everyone to become involved in a 
creative, and therefore positive, process of reshaping the human condition. 
These actions, during which he would be often accompanied by friends, including most particularly 
the author Bohumil Hrabal — who provided on-the-spot theoretical substantiation of the various 
“exhibitions’ —, were coupled with an extensive literary output: Boudnik produced a number of 
manifestos and proclamations, wrote verse and short prose genres, and kept diaries. 
His unorthodox invention, ecstatic proclamations and alternative art techniques led BoudnIk to 
intuitively formulate some of the seminal ideas which then hap penned to form the cornerstone of 
changes taking place on the contemporary world scene in painting, involving the movements of 
Lyrical Abstractionism in the 1940s, and Tachism (in Europe) and Action Painting (in the U.S.A.) 
during the 1950s. Explosionalism became the core of Boudnik ‘s whole work, through the following 
eighteen years of his career serving as the basis for an out put of initially active and later structural 
prints, monotypes, derealizations, and symmetrical prints in the series of Rorschach Test Variations. 
Originality of concept and creative execution alike came to be the prime asset of his work, which 
stands on its own, in a certain sense outside the brackets defining the art context of the second half of 
the 20th century, and which still today continues to be a living source of inspiration. 
The present exhibition, the first to be centered exclusively around the phenomenon of Explosionalism, 
mediates an encounter with the true gist of the work of an artist who was a key figure in Czech art, a 
guiding light on one of the roads pursued by the Czech postwar abstract art. 
The display lays major emphasis on its literary section, comprised of the artist’s manifestos addressed 
to the nations and artists dating from 1947—1 949, the Manifestos of Explosionalism from 1949 
—1951, and parts of texts dating from 1951—1 952, written for Boudnik’s own samizdat edition, 
Explosionalismus. These exhibits are accompanied by diary entries from this period, fragments of 
correspondence, and archival photographs. Likewise shown are examples of Boudnik ‘s visual 
excursions into this domain, decalcomanias, photo grams, and small-scale sketches. The display is 
supplemented by an interview with Vladimir Boudnik, a film documenting one of the Explosionalist 
street actions, and a cinematic collage from the early 1990s. 
 


